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Modelling Cross-Document Interdependencies in
Medieval Charters of the St. Katharinenspital in

Regensburg

Colin Sippl, Manuel Burghardt, Christian Wolff

Abstract

To overcome the limitations of structural XML mark-up, graph-based data models and
graph databases, as well as event-based ontologies like CIDOC-CRM (FORTH-ICS 2018)
have been considered for the creation of digital editions. We apply the graph-based
approach to model charter regests and extend it with the CIDOC-CRM ontology, as
it allows us to integrate information from different sources into a flexible data model.
By implementing the ontology within the Neo4j graph database (Neo4j 2018) we
create a sustainable data source that allows explorative search queries and finally, the
integration of the database in various technical systems. Our use case are the charters
from the St. Katharinenspital, a former medieval hospital in Regensburg, Germany.
By analysing charter abstracts with natural language processing (NLP) methods and
using additional data sources related to the charters, we generate additional metadata.
The extracted information allows themodelling of cross-document interdependencies of
charter regests and their related entities. Building upon this, we develop an exploratory
web application that allows to investigate a graph-based digital edition. Thereby, each
entity is displayed in its unique context, i.e., it is shown together with its related
entities (next neighbours) in the graph. We use this to enhance the result lists of a
full-text search, and to generate entity-specific detail pages.

1 Introduction

Thecreation of digital editions is one of themain applications in theDigital Humanities.
In recent years, the use of the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) along with Text
Encoding Initiative (TEI) styles has become the most common way to do this (Sahle
2013, 341–42). However, Kuczera (2016) and Sahle (2013, 345–71) point out some severe
limitations of digital editions that merely rely on structural XML mark-up. Among
the main drawbacks of XML is its inability to model overlapping structures or parallel
annotation hierarchies (Kuczera 2016). To overcome these limitations, graph-based
data models and graph databases (Kuczera 2017), as well as event-based ontologies
like CIDOC-CRM (Le Bœuf et al. 2015), have been considered for the creation of digital
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editions (Ore 2009). The graph-based approach has already been tested with charters
of the Monasterium.Net1 platform (Jeller 2019). However, existing implementations
are highly experimental and only highlight basic aspects of the graph-based approach,
e.g., the ability to analyse mutual relationships as well as new visualisation types.
Finally, these use cases are unsuitable for end users, as they are just proof-of-concepts.
We apply the graph-based approach of modelling digital editions and extend it with
the CIDOC-CRM ontology, as it allows us to integrate information from different
sources into a flexible data model. We achieve this by preparing raw data in such
a way that charters from our data source can easily be linked together in a graph
database. By using the CIDOC-CRM ontology, we create a sustainable data source that
allows for specific and explorative search queries and, finally, integration into various
technical systems. For this purpose, we rely on the Neo4j graph database.2 Thereby
we are shifting the focus from the structure of the documents to their entities and
relations. Our use case are charters from the St. Katharinenspital, a former medieval
hospital in Regensburg, Germany. These charters bear witness to changes in the
power structure in Regensburg over the course of several centuries (Kaufner 2011,
13–21). In the following, we give an overview of our dataset, the process of data
preparation, data analysis, as well as our data model. Building upon this, we develop
an exploratory web application3 that can be used to investigate a graph-based digital
edition of charters from the St. Katharinenspital. Our implementation serves as a
blueprint for the future development of a digital repository for graph-based scholarly
editions of medieval charters.

2 The St. Katharinenspital Dataset

In total, the archive of the St. Katharinenspital holds more than 4,000 charters, which is
a considerable number for a rather small archive (König 2003, 16). Hence, the archive
contains an essential part of the historical written heritage of Regensburg and its
surrounding area. The dataset from which the entities and relations are extracted con-
sists of three main components: the CEI-XML4 charter regests on Monasterium.Net,
the scholarly editions series Die älteren Urkunden des St. Katharinenspitals in Regens-
burg and other works,5 as well as a dataset of different files from the archives of

1 St. Katharinenspital dataset on Monasterium.Net, available at http://monasterium.net/mom/DE-AKR/
Urkunden/fond, all hyperlinks in this article were last accessed on Oct. 7th, 2019.

2 Neo4j Graph Database (Neo4j 2018).
3 Currently only available in German language, available at https://urkunden.ur.de.
4 Charters Encoding Initiative, CEI – The Project. Mark-up for medieval and early modern legal records

(Vogeler 2004).
5 Die älteren Urkunden des St. Katharinenspitals in Regensburg currently consists of three printed vol-

umes (König 2003; Kaufner 2011; Sturm 2013). Additionally, we incorporate an unpublished volume
(Feichtmeier, n.d.) and an earlier work about medieval chancery in Regensburg (Ambronn 1968).

http://monasterium.net/mom/DE-AKR/Urkunden/fond
http://monasterium.net/mom/DE-AKR/Urkunden/fond
https://urkunden.ur.de
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St. Katharinenspital, including MS Office files, scans and digital documents containing
the historical tradition of the St. Katharinenspital charters. Currently, 1,050 charter
regests are already available on Monasterium.Net as CEI-XML documents. These
documents are of varying lengths, levels of detail, and represent different states of
primary source analysis. The documents contain 712 places (292 distinct) and 1,217
(749 distinct) persons as manually annotated entities.6 Due to missing links between
the CEI-XML documents and a lack of standardisation, uniform spellings of those
entities are largely missing. Furthermore, a mixture of entity names with additional
(e.g., biographical) data frequently7 occurs:
<cei:back>
<cei:persName>Karl der Große, fränkischer König und Kaiser</cei:persName>
<cei:placeName>Frankfurt a. Main (krfr.St., Hessen)</cei:placeName>
<cei:placeName>Vivarias (Gewässer bei Regensburg)</cei:placeName>
<cei:placeName>Pielmühle (Gde. Lappersdorf, Lkr. Regensburg)</cei:placeName>

</cei:back>8

The example shown above highlights a structural problem of documents anno-
tated with flexible data schemes such as CEI-XML. Since common goals for advanced
annotation and analysis of primary documents can be achieved in different ways,
ambiguities may occur among the individual documents. The exact spelling of place
names or person names (e.g., “Karl der Große”), along with any normalisation efforts,
are ultimately left to the editor of a CEI-XML file on Monasterium.Net (Jeller 2019).
Because of these varying spellings and structural differences between single CEI-XML
files in the dataset9, linking and analysing the documents is severely impeded. Addi-
tionally, for the St. Katharinenspital dataset there are no finding aides, like indices
or registers, online. Moreover, archive IDs are inconsistently distributed among our
Monasterium.Net dataset, and personal identifier (PID) references to authority files
like the Gemeinsame Normdatei (Integrated Authority File, GND: Deutsche National-
bibliothek 2018) are missing. Together with the limited full text search capabilities
of Monasterium.Net, the issues related to the St. Katharinenspital dataset pose re-
strictions to working with the CEI-XML data as well as linking them to external
data sources. Besides, an additional 1,699 regests (as of 2018) have been transcribed
or extended by means of Microsoft Office tools (Word, Excel and Access) and are
part of the data collection of the St. Katharinenspital. The complete transcription
of Repertorium C, known as DicMihi, is one of the most important file sources. The
original source is a register from 1745, which lists the St. Katharinenspital charters

6 These numbers were determined by XQuery queries and after an extensive data cleansing process.
7 E.g., “Otto Prager (1243–1244, 1248–1251, 1255)” or “Eberhard, Graf von Abensberg, Erzdiakon”.
8 München, Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv Kloster St. Emmeram Regensburg Urkunden (0794-1800)

BayHStA, Kloster St. Emmeram Regensburg Urkunden 1, available at http://monasterium.net/mom/DE-
BayHStA/KURegensburgStEmmeram/000001/charter.

9 I.e., inconsistent usage of XML tags.

http://monasterium.net/mom/DE-BayHStA/KURegensburgStEmmeram/000001/charter
http://monasterium.net/mom/DE-BayHStA/KURegensburgStEmmeram/000001/charter
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Salbuch Nordgau
charter no. archive ID Monasterium.Net ID

3 SpAR Urk. 1479 12510404
4 SpAR Urk. 54 12510907
9 SpAR Urk. 1074 12530626
14 SpAR Urk. 1073 12540000
21 SpAR Urk. 395 12550803
25 SpAR Urk. 1288 12560515
26 SpAR Urk. 55a 12560617

Table 1. Sample of the tradition of the charters in urbarium Salbuch Nordgau listed by Kaufner (2011).
Charter numbers originate from the scholarly edition.

according to places (König 2003, 23). It provides a whole set of categories10 and places.
These categories and places can be used to assign attributes to those charters which
are listed in the finding aide. Additionally, the transcription of DicMihi lists charters
that are now lost. Apart from the DicMihi register, the tradition of the St. Katharinen-
spital charters listed in various scholarly editions was also added to the data source.
Initially, all documents from the printed editions were added to a temporary MySQL
database with their charter number, archive IDs and Monasterium.Net IDs. Table 1
shows which of the charters in Kaufner (2011) are contained in the Salbuch Nordgau
urbarium with their corresponding IDs.

In total, traditional references from five different scholarly editions covering 176
St. Katharinenspital charters were added to the dataset. Hence, our dataset now
contains information about the tradition of charters in various historic and scholarly
documents. We use this information to model the traditional context of the documents
in the graph database. In conclusion, our dataset of the St. Katharinenspital is particu-
larly suitable for the extraction of entities and relations to establish links between the
charters and related documents. By using this dataset, we are already able to add a
significant amount of knowledge to the rather outdated St. Katharinenspital charters
collection on Monasterium.Net.

3 Extracting Entities and Relations

The heterogeneous St. Katharinenspital dataset provides the entities and relations to
model cross-document interdependencies. We extract these by identifying mutual

10 E.g., “fürstliche Privilegia”, “die Spitalmühl und das Baad betreffende Brief” or “Bischöffliche Begnadigung
und andere Urkunde”.
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entities in different individual documents, as well as by adding additional information,
e.g., norm data,11 via data normalisation efforts and natural language processing
(NLP) with spaCy12. Finally, the enhanced data are modelled as an interconnected
graph-structure that can be used for exploratory analyses of both the documents
and the entities from many different research perspectives (e.g., historical, archival,
linguistic, economic and cultural). The following types of entities are extracted or
determined during the data pre-processing and analysis:

• charters (individual regests, transcripts, references…);
• legal activities (legal content of a charter…);
• actors (authors, witnesses, groups, legal entities…);
• related documents (scholarly editions, traditional documents…);
• dates (time stamps); and
• places (with or without geo-reference).
To build the data collection, the raw data are processed in an extensive data pre-

processing pipeline, which consists of several individual operations. Primarily, the
data are cleaned, labelled and restructured to make themmachine-readable by generat-
ing *.csv, *.html or *.xlsx files. Thereby, the identified entities and relations get updated
manually and automatically to be able to uniformly acquire them later on setting up
the graph database. This part of the whole process is particularly time-consuming, as
almost all raw data need to be sighted. Following this, normalised spellings of the
entities and PIDs (archive IDs, GND references, file names etc.) are introduced. Subse-
quently, parts of the collected entities and relations are stored in a temporary MySQL
database. Thus, the data are quickly available at different points of the preparation
process, e.g., for additional metadata aggregation, such as geoparsing,13 further data
cleaning processes, and, finally, to set up the graph database (see Figure 1). Since
the extraction of the entities and relations from the St. Katharinenspital dataset is
experimental and the final quality of the results could not be anticipated, we decided
not to store the data in an RDF-like data structure, and kept on using the MySQL
database during the whole data preparation process (more on this in the following
section).

We see charter abstracts as a valuable resource for the extraction of entities and
relations. Therefore, we particularly focus on their analysis. Thereby, the NLPmethods
applied to extract entities and relations from the charter abstracts form an integral
part of our data pre-processing pipeline. Charter abstracts are just a brief summary of

11 We incorporate experimentally the Integrated Authority File (GND), managed by the German National
Library (DNB), available at http://www.dnb.de/DE/Standardisierung/GND/gnd_node.html.

12 We use spaCy (Honnibal & Montani 2018) to extract linguistic features like part-of-speech tags, depen-
dency labels and named entities from our corpus. Available at https://spacy.io/usage/linguistic-features.

13 In this project, basic geo data are retrieved from GeoNames database (GeoNames 2018), in a process
comparable to Jeller (2019).

http://www.dnb.de/DE/Standardisierung/GND/gnd_node.html
https://spacy.io/usage/linguistic-features
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Figure 1. Data pre-processing pipeline. Illustration created by the authors.

the primary content of a charter and often consist of a single sentence. The following
sentence is a typical example:

“Ulrich der Frutrunch von Abbach verkauft dem St.-Katharinenspital sein Gut
in Teingen (Teugn) um 15 Pfund Regensburger Pfennig.“(St. Katharinenspital
charter SpAR Urk. 2101)14 (“Ulrich der Frutrunch von Abbach sells his manor
in Teingen (Teugn) to the St.-Katharinenspital for 15 pounds of Regensburger
Pfennig.”)

The charter abstracts are rather uniform, and thus facilitate information extraction.
The approach of collecting data from German charter abstracts was already applied
by Kuczera (2017): by extracting the first verb of a charter abstract and applying a
lemmatizer afterwards, Kuczera creates basic lemma nodes in the graph database.
The nodes are connected to the regest nodes via HERRSCHERHANDELN (“acts-of-
rulership”) edges (2017, 187). The particular focus on the verb essentially follows the
theory of dependency grammar, according to which the dependence of a word upon
another word results from a verb. This grammatical concept goes back to Lucien
Tesnière (2015), and views the finite verb as the centre of the grammatical organisation
of a sentence. There also exists a basic NLP script for spaCy by Georg Vogeler
2018),15 which can be used to analyse a corpus of regests. The script automatically
assigns attributes to digital regests by language determination and basic named
entity extraction (NER). This script shows how relatively simple NLP techniques

14 Regensburg, Archiv des Katharinenspitals Urkunden (1145-1568) SpAR Urk. 2101, available at https:
//www.monasterium.net/mom/DE-AKR/Urkunden/SpAR_Urk_2101_/charter.

15 This is a collection of scripts and workflows for NLP experiments with data from Monasterium.Net,
available at https://github.com/GVogeler/mom-NLP.

https://www.monasterium.net/mom/DE-AKR/Urkunden/SpAR_Urk_2101_/charter
https://www.monasterium.net/mom/DE-AKR/Urkunden/SpAR_Urk_2101_/charter
https://github.com/GVogeler/mom-NLP
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can be used to evaluate large amounts of charter regests of Monasterium.Net. More
complex syntactic structures, however, are not evaluated by the script. We extend both
Kuczera’s and Vogeler’s NLP-based approaches with a heuristic analysis of sentence
structures found in German charter abstracts of the St. Katharinenspital. Essentially,
we apply the spaCy default NLP pipeline (a tokenizer, a part-of-speech tagger, a
dependency-parser and named entity recognition16) with some small modifications,
such as merging identified multi-token named entities (NEs) into single tokens.17
Analysing a charter abstract (e.g., of charter SpAR Urk. 210118) with spaCy generates
a spaCy Doc object.19 It includes a sequence of part-of-speech tagged tokens and
syntax dependencies that can be represented as follows (Figure 2):

Figure 2. SpAR Urk. 2101 charter abstract syntax dependencies. Illustration created by the authors with
displaCy20.

In the following, a heuristic is derived from the generated dependency tree to
extract the entities contained in the German language regests and their relationships
to each other. The heuristic approach focuses on extracting triples (SVO) or quadruples
(SVOO) of entities and verbs (nodes) as well as their mutual relations (edges) from
the charter abstracts. The relations are subsequently derived from the word order of
the single elements of a triple or quadruple:
S = subject, V = verb, O = object

SVO:['Gebolf von Ellenbach', 'verkaufen (to sale)', 'Weingut (vineyard)']
S−[:relationA]−V−[:relationB]−O

SVOO:['Rudiger der Mulnar', 'vermachen (to devise)', 'St.Katharinenspital', '

Äcker (fields)']
S−[:relationA]−V−[:relationB]−O−[:relationC]−O

16 SpaCy language processing pipelines, available at https://spacy.io/usage/processing-pipelines.
17 We collapse consecutive tokens tagged as a named entity into a single token. Thus, a multi-token entity

like “Ulrich von Abbach” that consists of tokens belonging to different lexical categories now becomes
a single token with a single part-of-speech tag.

18 SpAR Urk. 2101 on Monasterium.Net, available at https://www.monasterium.net/mom/DE-AKR/
Urkunden/SpAR_Urk_2101_/charter.

19 SpaCy Doc object definition, available at https://spacy.io/api/doc.
20 DisplaCy Dependency Visualizer is spaCy’s visualisation tool. An online demo is available at https:

//explosion.ai/demos/displacy.

https://spacy.io/usage/processing-pipelines
https://www.monasterium.net/mom/DE-AKR/Urkunden/SpAR_Urk_2101_/charter
https://www.monasterium.net/mom/DE-AKR/Urkunden/SpAR_Urk_2101_/charter
https://spacy.io/api/doc
https://explosion.ai/demos/displacy
https://explosion.ai/demos/displacy
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Based on the extracted dependencies, further informationmay be added to the direct
and indirect objects, e.g., if a direct object can be identified as a E53Place CRM class.21
The heuristic is experimental and inevitably will create false positives. It heavily
depends on the language model used by spaCy, as well.22 Our heuristic basically
performs four tasks for all tokens in the charter abstract. A simplified representation
of the heuristic code can be seen below and is also available on GitHub:23
1 # heuristic to extract quadruples and triples from German charter abstracts
2 index = 0
3 subject = ''
4
5 dobject = ''
6 dobject2 = ''
7 # iterates through every token of spaCy doc object
8 for token in doc:
9 if token.dep_ == "sb" or token.dep_ == "oa" or token.dep_ == "da":
10 # task 1: get subject
11 if token.dep_ == "sb" and index == 0:
12 subject = token.text
13 # task 2: get verb of subject (predicate)
14 if token.dep_ == "sb" and index == 0 and token.head.pos_== "VERB":
15 verb = token.head.lemma_
16 # task 3: get direct object
17 if index == 1 and (token.dep_ == "da" or token.dep_ == "oa")

and token.head.pos_ == "VERB":
18 dobject = token.text
19 # task 4: get indirect object
20 if index == 2 and token.dep_ == "oa":
21 dobject2 = token.text
22 index += 1
23 if subject != '' and verb != '' and dobject != '' and dobject2 != '':
24 return subject, doc, verb, dobject, dobject2
25 if subject != '' and verb != '' and dobject:
26 return subject, doc, verb, dobject
27 return ''

The sample code shows the structural criteria that allow us to identify a structural
subject, verb and object(s) in a simple German declarative phrase (Meibauer et al. 2013,
20–50). Therefore, the success of the extraction depends on the syntax of the charter
abstract.24 For the German language, we start from the V2 word order, which places
the finite verb of a phrase or sentence in second position, with a single constituent
preceding it (Haider 2010, 1f.). By using the syntax dependencies, the part-of-speech

21 We achieve this by matching words and performing further syntactic analyses that would go beyond
the scope of this publication.

22 SpaCy’s pre-trained statistical models for German, available at https://spacy.io/models/de.
23 The implementation used is available on GitHub under GPL 3 license and can be used to generate

an experimental Neo4j database with some German charter abstracts (Sippl 2019), available at https:
//github.com/cs-ubr/charter-abstracts.

24 Charter abstracts in our dataset vary in length and detail. A significant part of the corpus consists
of abstracts that consist of more complex syntactic structures with several phrases or even several
sentences.

https://spacy.io/models/de
https://github.com/cs-ubr/charter-abstracts
https://github.com/cs-ubr/charter-abstracts
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Dependency Label25 Description POS Token CRM Class

sb subject PROPN Ulrich v. Abbach E21Person
- (predicate) VERB verkauft (sells) E7Activity
da dative NOUN Spital (St. Kathari-

nenspital)
E74Group

oa accusative object NOUN Gut (manor ) E53Place

Table 2. Quadruple of subject, predicate, direct and indirect object for the charter abstract of SpAR. Urk.
2101.

tags and the word order from the spaCy Doc object, we are now able to derive the
constituents of a triple or a quadruple of a phrase. For the subject and the verb this
is implemented in lines 10 to 15 in the sample code. Just like Kuzcera (2017), we
also use the lemmatised form of the verb. However, we use the verb to generate an
entity instead of a relation (see next section). The extraction of direct and indirect
objects is implemented in lines 16 to 21. If no indirect object could be extracted, only
a triple consisting of the subject, the verb and the direct object is returned. Also,
different spellings of actors or place names may appear in the charter abstracts. For
example, St. Katharinenspital may occur as St.-Katharinenspital, Spital, or simply
Katharinenspital. We therefore introduce normalised spellings for selected entities
(e.g., St. Katharinenspital). Table 2 shows the extracted entities of the example charter
that are already assigned with their corresponding CRM classes.

Table 3 shows a few example quadruples extracted from charter abstracts. The
entities shown can be linked to a charter and the identified dependencies also help
to describe the relationships between the entities. As can be seen, the lemmatised
verbs particularly stand out, as they make it possible to categorise the charters by
their legal content. The results also show that triples and quadruples are suitable to
generate human readable lists. Thus, improving the data can be achieved quickly,
either manually or automatically. Our heuristic identifies 225 quadruples and 407
triples in the charter data, thereby raising the number of annotated places from 292
to 1351, as well as the number of persons from 749 to 243526 (see Table 4 and Table 5).
The results could be improved if the machine learning features of spaCy, and more
detailed heuristics for different syntactic structures, were applied. The time and effort
required for this, however, is too big for the collection of a small archive. In the case
of much larger corpora of charter abstracts (e.g., the whole Monasterium.Net corpus),

25 The spaCy dependency labels are based on the TIGER Treebank annotation scheme, available at
https://spacy.io/api/annotation#dependency-parsing.

26 The numbers show distinct entities. However, ambiguities and false positives remain in the data and
thus, in the numbers.

https://spacy.io/api/annotation#dependency-parsing
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Charter grammatical
subject

predicate direct object indirect
object

SpAR_Urk_799 Rudger der
Mulnar

vermachen (to
bequeath)

St. Kathari-
nenspital

Äcker (fields)

SpAR_Urk_135 Leopold von
Gründlach

verleihen (to
give)

St. Kathari-
nenspital

Ablass (indul-
gence)

SpAR_Urk_1394 Romungus
von Chamer-
stein

bestätigen (to
confirm)

St. Kathari-
nenspital

Besitz (prop-
erty)

SpAR_Urk_1367 Otto von Dürn verkaufen (to
sell)

St. Kathari-
nenspital

Hof (farm)

SpAR_Urk_1189 Pernger von
Haydawe

übereignen (to
transfer )

St. Kathari-
nenspital

Wald (forest)

SpAR_Urk_1072a Elspet verkaufen (to
sell)

St. Kathari-
nenspital

Teil (part)

Table 3. Quadruples extracted from the charter abstracts by means of NLP.

Property Value

Charters (CEI-XML files) 1,050
Persons (unique) 749
Places (unique) 292

Table 4. Entities in St. Katharinenspital Monasterium.Net dataset.

this would be a feasible approach. Additionally, our extracted data is suitable to train
a Conditional Random Fields (CRF) classifier for improved NER results and even an
automatic assignment of CRM labels. This also allows for a context sensitive extraction
of numbers (e.g., quantifiers, amounts of money etc.) and thereby substantially
increase the amount of extracted information. Therefore, this approach may be
considered in future work. An example of a successful use of a pre-trained CRF
classifier in a comparable DH context with extensive data preparation can be found
in Lüschow (2020).

4 Modelling Charters and Cross-Document Interdependencies

Tomodel the St. Katharinenspital dataset as a graph, we rely on two essential concepts:
entities (nodes) and relations (edges). We use the Neo4j labelled-property graph
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DB Property Value

Nodes total 9,676
CRM-Entities (E1CRMEntity) 7,665
Edges total 24,138
Charters (E5Event)* *E7Event excluded 2,489
Persons (E21Person) 2,435
Places (E53Place) 1,351

Table 5. Entities and properties of the final labelled-property graph database.

database to store these entities and relationships. Compared to RDF triplestores,
Neo4j supports advanced graph metrics, weighted edges and is very easy to set up
and maintain from a developer’s perspective. The first two aspects are relevant for
network analyses, which are becoming increasingly important in DH (Jannidis et al.,
2017, 147-149). The latter facilitates, as an example, the future integration of Neo4j
into a large digital repository based on software for research data management such as
Invenio.27 This way, users and developers can also get around the major disadvantages
of SPARQL (Vogeler 2019). In the academic world, however, RDF triplestores are
widely used for storing and retrieving triples with semantic queries. A recent example
for this is the project of Lüschow (2020). Therefore, the migration of our data into
an RDF database, after an extensive data evaluation process, is a future application.
However, a detailed comparison of RDF and Neo4j would go beyond the scope of this
paper, especially since it is also the subject of an ongoing debate28.

The extracted entities can take various forms, including persons, institutions or
places. Kuczera’s (2017) example of verb extraction and the modelling of relation-
ships between regests and persons as HERRSCHERHANDELN (“acts-of-rulership”)
edges in the graph is ultimately a description of a historic event. According to our
interpretation, the extracted verb describes this abstract event, which in turn can be
assigned to a date, a person, an object that is changed by the event and a specific
document (Figure 3).

Events are a central concept in modelling data from domains such as history or
cultural heritage (Van Hage et al. 2011). However, the granularity of a data model,

27 Invenio is an Open Source framework for large-scale digital repositories. It was initially developed
by CERN and features support for large-scale research data managmenet use cases, available at https:
//invenio-software.org/.

28 E.g., this article on the technology news website ZDNet contrasts contrary statements of Neo4j’s CEO
with the statements of an advanced GraphDB user, thus highlighting the technological and ideological
differences between the two approaches, available at https://www.zdnet.com/article/graph-databases-
and-rdf-its-a-family-affair/.

https://invenio-software.org/
https://invenio-software.org/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/graph-databases-and-rdf-its-a-family-affair/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/graph-databases-and-rdf-its-a-family-affair/
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Figure 3. Event as central element of a graph-based data model. Illustration created by the authors.

the data to be captured, and the essential components of it, ultimately depend on the
overall requirements a data model needs to meet. As we describe relations between
entities by incorporating and linking information from CEI-XML files, Microsoft Office
files, archival metadata, biographical data, place attributions, roles, basic prosopo-
graphic knowledge or data we generate with NLP, we require a data model that allows
us to map basic forms of traditional diplomatic work. This data model needs to be
sustainably implemented in a versatile technical environment, as users (institutions,
students, scholars and software developers) have different demands. CIDOC-CRM
is a model that can be used within graph databases, and it is particularly suitable if
complex problems can’t be solved in a monodisciplinary manner. It is an ISO standard
and intended to enable discipline-independent linking of heterogeneous cultural in-
formation, especially from cultural heritage stored in museums, libraries or archives.
For this purpose, logically defined terms – classes and properties – are used. Both are
intended to support a great number of information resources (Le Bœuf et al. 2015,
ii). Apart from using the ontology for medieval charters (Ore 2009), there have been
proposals to use CIDOC-CRM for account books as well (Vogeler 2015), thus further
primary sources from the St. Katharinenspital archive (e.g., account books or urbaria)
can easily be added to the model in future applications. A factoid-based ontology
expressed by the CIDOC-CRM model was also proposed to improve interoperability,
and enable better support of prosopographic databases (Pasin & Bradley 2015). This
outlines the fact that very different source types can be incorporated in a single data
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Nodes (CRM classes) Edges (CRM properties) connected to E5Event

E7Activity P20HadSpecificPurpose P9ConsistsOf
E21Person P11HadParticipant
E30Right P129IsAbout
E31Document P70Documents
E52TimeSpan P4HasTimeSpan
E53Place P7TookPlaceAt P161HasSpatialProjection
E55Type P2HasType
E74Group P11HadParticipant

Table 6. Edges of E5Event in the data model.

model, and how well it is suited to the project. Central classes of the ontology are
E5Event29, thing E70Thing30 and E39Actor31. To better illustrate how the CRM classes
can be extracted from charter abstracts, they are annotated in the following for charter
SpAR Urk. 2101:

[E21Person: Ulrich der Frutrunch von Abbach] [E7Activity: verkauft (sells)]
dem [E74Group: St.-Katharinenspital] sein [E53Place: Gut (manor)] in
[E53Place: Teingen (Teugn)] um 15 Pfund Regensburger Pfennig. (St. Kathari-
nenspital charter SpAR Urk. 2101)

As described in the previous section, entities and relations are derived from the
syntactic structure of the regests abstracts using our spaCy NLP heuristic. The
resulting data model is based on the CIDOC-CRM v6.2.1. Thereby, the following CRM
relationships are used to connect a charter (E5Event) to other CRM entities (Table 6):

The nodes (E1CRMEntities) in our data model may be connected via different edges
to a charter (E5Event). The easiest way to understand this is by looking at the ex-
tracted quadruples. A charter as an instance of CRM class E5Event is at the centre
of our data mode. As a result, the quadruple for the example charter consists of
"SpAR Urk. 2101" (E5Event), "Ulrich v. Abbach" (E21Person), "verkaufen" E7Ac-
tivity), "Spital" (E39Group), and "Gut" (E53Place) class instances, and is represented
within the graph database as illustrated in Figure 4.

29 “This class comprises changes of states in cultural, social or physical systems, regardless of scale, brought
about by a series or group of coherent physical, cultural, technological or legal phenomena.” (Le Bœuf
et al. 2015, 5).

30 “This general class comprises discrete, identifiable, instances of E77PersistentItem that are documented
as single units, that either consist of matter or depend on being carried by matter and are characterized
by relative stability.” (Le Bœuf et al. 2015, 70).

31 “This class comprises people, either individually or in groups, who have the potential to perform
intentional actions of kinds for which someone may be held responsible.” (Le Bœuf et al. 2015, 20).
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Figure 4. Graph representation of charter abstract SpAR Urk. 2101. Illustration created by the authors with
Neo4j Browser.

The visualisation tool of the Neo4j data base allows for the easy creation of graph
views, thus the overall properties of the generated data model can be quickly checked.
The nodes (entities) are connected via various edges that represent different semantic
relationships. Since the example given is a property sale, there is a seller (Ulrich
v. Abbach) and a buyer (St. Katharinenspital). They participate in the transaction
E7Activity, so both seller and buyer are connected via a P11HadParticipant32 CRM
property to the E7Activity. As the charter is represented as an instance of E5Event,
both actors are also connected to it via a P11HadParticipant edge. As an abstract
event, the charter describes the property sale. Hence, it consists of (P9ConsistsOf 33)
the property sale. This logic can be applied to all relationships depicted in Figure 4.
If all nodes are connected correctly, five nodes with eight edges are created in the
database from just a single quadruple. The CIDOC-CRM constraints and structure
are enforced with the cidoc-crm-neo4j script34, so that every CRM subclass has the
labels of its super classes, when created in the database. Also, the validity of the
data model is guaranteed by enforcing the right relations between individual nodes
and inhibiting relations that are contrary to the CIDOC-CRM definition. Hence, the

32 “This property describes the active or passive participation of instances of E39 Actors in an E5 Event.”
(Le Bœuf et al. 2015, 48).

33 “This property associates an instance of E4 Period with another instance of E4 Period that is defined by
a subset of the phenomena that define the former.” (Le Bœuf et al. 2015, 47).

34 The CIDOC-CRM constraints and class hierarchies are enforced with cidoc-crm-neo4j, a python-based
script by Erick Peirson, ASU, GPL3 (2014), which in turn relies on the latest RDFS serialisation of CIDOC-
CRM (v6.2.1), available at http://www.cidoc-crm.org/sites/default/files/cidoc_crm_v6.2.1-2018April.rdfs.

http://www.cidoc-crm.org/sites/default/files/cidoc_crm_v6.2.1-2018April.rdfs
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Figure 5. CIDOC-CRM data model representation. Illustration created by the authors with Neo4j Browser.

simplified data model as described in Table 6 can be illustrated as a complex graph
structure (see Figure 5).

With the help of the data model implementation in the Neo4j database, custom
cypher queries35 can now be executed for all CRM subclasses, super classes and
properties. Which charters in the dataset are type of Bischofsurkunde (episcopal
deeds)? The following cypher queries produce the same results:
MATCH (n:E1CrmEntity)−[]−(m:E1CrmEntity) WHERE m.name="Bischofsurkunde"
RETURN n.spa_id

MATCH (n:E5Event)−[:P2HasType]−(m:E55Type) WHERE m.name="Bischofsurkunde"
RETURN n.spa_id

Both queries return 109 archive ids. Since all nodes are instances of the class
E1CRMEntity36 and only charters may have a connection to E55Type37 Bischofsurkunde,
the query results are identical. In the digital regests of the St. Katharinenspital on
Monasterium.Net, up until now it has not been possible to specifically search for

35 Cypher is Neo4j’s graph query language, further information in Neo4j (2018).
36 “This class comprises all things in the universe of discourse of the CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model.”

(Le Bœuf et al. 2015, 2).
37 “This class comprises concepts denoted by terms from thesauri and controlled vocabularies used to

characterize and classify instances of CRM classes.” (Le Bœuf et al. 2015, 27).
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actors mentioned in a charter – if they had been annotated there – or the kind of
relationship they have to a charter document.
MATCH (n:E5Event)−[]−(m:E21Person) WHERE m.name="Otto Prager" RETURN n.spa_id
"SpAr_Urk_86"
"SpAr_Urk_35"
"SpAr_Urk_85"
"SpAr_Urk_691"
"SpAr_Urk_692"
"SpAr_Urk_1128"
"SpAr_Urk_469"
"SpAr_Urk_76"
"SpAr_Urk_54"
"SpAr_Urk_466"
"SpAr_Urk_75"

The query result shows all charters in the database where Otto Prager is annotated
as an actor. This query can now be extended, for example by an E7Activity, i.e., the
legal form: What is the legal form of the charters in which Otto Prager is involved?
MATCH (a:E7Activity)−[]−(n:E5Event)−[]−(m:E21Person) WHERE m.name="Otto Prager"

RETURN DISTINCT n.spa_id, a.name
"SpAr_Urk_86""verkaufen" (to sell)
"SpAr_Urk_85""bestätigen" (to confirm)
"SpAr_Urk_691""bestätigen" (to confirm)
"SpAr_Urk_692""verkaufen" (to sell)
"SpAr_Urk_1128""bestätigen" (to confirm)
"SpAr_Urk_1128""verpflichten" (to oblige)
"SpAr_Urk_469""schenken" (to gift)
"SpAr_Urk_76""schenken" (to gift)
"SpAr_Urk_54""verkaufen" (to sell)
"SpAr_Urk_75""überlassen" (to convey)

The results show that data generated by rather simple cypher queries may already
provide new insights. In addition, the graph makes it possible to reveal indirect
relationships between nodes. In the context of social media, this is often referred
to as Friend of a Friend (FOAF). In our data model, the actors (E39Actor ) are linked
indirectly as witnesses or judicial actors via charters (E5Events) and their legal content
(E7Activity). This interconnection represents cross-document dependencies of the
St. Katharinenspital charters and is therefore particularly interesting for a closer ex-
amination. With the following query a subgraph is generated, which can be examined
more closely. The Cypher query is as follows:
MATCH p=(n:E39Actor)−[]−(c:E5Event)−[]−(m:E39Actor)

WHERE NOT c:E7Activity RETURN p

The query result consists of 662 nodes connected via 626 edges. For this quantity
of nodes, a visualisation is useful. Figure 6 shows a part of the resulting subgraph. It
is particularly interesting to see that there are numerous nodes that are not linked
to one another outside of a very dense network. This highlights the fact that our
data basis is indeed very irregular, due to the heterogeneous states of primary source
analysis, and since some charter abstracts only bare very little additional information
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Figure 6. Linking of E39Actors via E5Event in the graph database. The network shows clearly the separation
between charters not linked to any other and a very dense cluster. Illustration created by the
authors with Neo4j Browser.

that can be extracted. Nevertheless, this result shows the extent to which the graph
database can be used in an application that represents the various contexts of an
entity, regardless of whether it is a charter, an actor or a place.

5 Creating a Web-Based Charter Portal

Charter platforms like Monasterium.Net are typically focussed on retrieving and
analysing single documents. By contrast, our datamodel allows for further exploratory
analyses (Warwick 2012, 2). We provide a web application that combines the capacities
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of a full-text search38 with queries to our graph database. Some of these queries
have been discussed in the previous section. The aim of the web portal accessible
at https://urkunden.ur.de is to demonstrate some the capabilities of our ontology-
based data model in an application that can be used by anybody. Entities that are
associated with the charters – like actors (E39Actor ), places (E53Place) or documents
(E31Document) – are shown to the user and can be accessed via persistent hyperlinks.
Since the charter portal is a technical demonstration and the database is not validated
yet, it should not be used like a research platform. It could, however, be used as a
starting point into research related to the St. Katharinenspital charters, as it delivers
a quick overview of all the data that are related to the charters. Each entity (CRM
class instance) is displayed in its unique context, i.e., it is shown together with its
neighbours, exactly as in the graph. We use this to enhance the result lists of a full-text
search (see the coloured badges in Figure 7) and to generate entity-specific detail pages
(Figure 8). The detail pages, e.g., for charters like the one shown in Figure 8,39 show
the context of the charter, which consists of related actors (E21Person), traditional
documents, as well as other charters, that are connected indirectly over common
edges to E21Person entities (i.e., friends of a friend). Furthermore, a hyperlink to the
corresponding CEI-XML file on Monasterium.Net gives users a reference to a source
that can be cited. The data model based on CIDOC-CRM also allows for the creation
of class overview pages, where users get a view of all instances of a CRM class and,
at the same time, traverse the CRM class hierarchy (see the yellow badge in Figure 9).
Thereby, registers or entire lists of entities are created automatically via queries to
the graph database.40

6 Conclusion

Our graph-based data model facilitates the analysis of higher-level relationships
between entities and documents as it supports complex and far-reaching data queries.
In our web application, users can conveniently use these queries to exploratively
search the graph-based St. Katharinenspital data collection. As the graph database is
traversed it delivers context-based results. The context of an entity node like a charter
or an actor arises from its connection to other nodes and through its classification
with the CIDOC-CRM ontology. Hence, our graph-based digital edition opens entirely
new research perspectives, as the various attributes of a charter, e.g., the places of its
creation, related witnesses, or traditional documents, are immediately available to

38 For full text indexing we use Elasticsearch (Elastic 2019).
39 CRM class E5Event detail page for SpAR Urk. 54 on the charter portal, available at https://urkunden.ur.

de/index.php?crmentity=E5Event&prop=name&val=SpAr_Urk_54.
40 E.g. this E52TimeSpan overview page lists all dated charters by their year of creation, available at

https://urkunden.ur.de/index.php?crmentity=E52TimeSpan.

https://urkunden.ur.de
https://urkunden.ur.de/index.php?crmentity=E5Event&prop=name&val=SpAr_Urk_54
https://urkunden.ur.de/index.php?crmentity=E5Event&prop=name&val=SpAr_Urk_54
https://urkunden.ur.de/index.php?crmentity=E52TimeSpan
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Figure 7. Full text search results for Wiesent (place in Bavaria). Screenshot created by the authors.

the user, jointly with their CIDOC-CRM labels. These different entities provide the
facets for an experimental search portal with fulltext search capabilities. Thus, users
may quickly get an overview of an entire collection of charters, and receive more
information, compared to a basic fulltext search. By overcoming the limits of CEI-XML
mark-up in the graph, we have created a data structure that, furthermore, facilitates the
incorporation of external data sources like authority files or geospatial information.
Besides this, our database can now be easily imported by charter platforms like
Monasterium.Net and be used to help enhance their data basis. Further on, we showed
how the application of NLP procedures facilitates the extraction of large quantities of
entities from corpora of charter abstracts. We achieved this by developing a simple
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Figure 8. Graph based charter SpAR Urk. 54 and its next neighbours (CRM class E5Event detail page).
Screenshot created by the authors.

heuristic approach. However, spaCy provides machine learning features that could
provide better results, and so help to analyse more complex syntactic structures.
Beyond this, our extracted data can be used to train a CRF model for improved
NER in future applications. This is particularly interesting for the analysis of entire
data collections e.g., on Monasterium.Net or other charter platforms. Finally, the
examination of higher-level correlations by means of quantitative network analysis
methods is an established approach. Therefore, a deeper analysis of graph structures is
an integral part of future scenarios that could be applied to a broader dataset. Thus, the
structure and the content of our graph database is to be viewed as a not-yet-completed,
open-ended process.
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Figure 9. CRM class E53Place overview page41. Screenshot created by the authors.
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